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Syria analysts 
wary of quick
fix Idlib deal 

ARussia-Turkey deal for a “demilitarized zone”
in Syria’s flashpoint region of Idlib buys more
time for talks, analysts said yesterday while

warning it does not eliminate the risk of a deadly
assault. Residents of the Idlib region and aid groups
breathed a sigh of relief when the two main brokers
in northern Syria announced an agreement from the
Russian resort of Sochi. Here are some answers to
key questions raised by the deal:

What is the deal exactly?
A horseshoe-shaped demilitarized zone “along

the contact line between the armed opposition and
government troops”, which roughly follows the
boundaries of Idlib province, must be set up by Oct
15. It will be controlled and patrolled by Turkish
forces and Russian military police. The deal also
provides for the “withdrawal of heavy military
equipment, tanks, multiple rocket launchers, cannon
and mortars” held by rebels and jihadists there, a
Kremlin statement said.

The deal says hardliners should pull out, includ-
ing those from the dominant Hayat Tahrir al-Sham
(HTS) group, an alliance led by Al-Qaeda’s former
Syrian affiliate. Turkey sponsors some of the Syrian
armed groups in Idlib directly but its leverage over
the most radical forces there remains to be fully
tested. The agreement stipulates that key highways
between the port city of Latakia and the cities of
Homs and Aleppo respectively must also be
reopened by the end of the year. The pro-govern-
ment daily Al-Watan also reported that by the end
of 2018 the deal would see “the return of Syrian
state institutions”.

Analysts however argued too few details of the
deal were public to assess its viability. “I don’t think
this is the whole deal, I think this is only the begin-
ning, stage one,” said Haid Haid, an associate fellow
at Chatham House. The Syrian government had for
weeks been massing forces on the edges of Idlib
province, the last major rebel and jihadist bastion in
the country. The foreign ministry in Damascus said
yesterday it welcomed the Sochi deal but Haid was
not convinced. “The regime is definitely not happy
with it. The question is how will the regime try to
spoil this agreement?”

Is a bloodbath being averted
Aid organizations had for weeks warned that a

large scale assault against the Idlib region, which is
home to around three million people, would be dis-
astrous. Large numbers of rebels and civilians dis-
placed from other former opposition strongholds
retaken by the regime have nowhere else to flee to.
The United Nations said a ground assault could
cause the greatest humanitarian catastrophe of the
21st century and spark the worst bloodshed of a
conflict that has already killed 360,000 people
since 2011.

“The agreement is a temporary solution,” said
Nawar Oliver, a Syria specialist at the Turkey-based
Omran Centre. “Russia was keen to preserve good
relations with Turkey.” Turkey has scrambled to
avert a fully-fledged onslaught and a fresh influx of
Syrian refugees across its border. Lina Al-Khatib,
who heads the Chatham House think tank’s Middle
East program, cautioned: “The deal does not guar-
antee that an offensive is no longer on the table fur-
ther down the line.”

The agreement “should be seen as only the begin-
ning of a process, it’s not the end game for Idlib,” she
said. The known points in the deal made no reference
to the issue of humanitarian access. In its reaction to
the Sochi deal, the Syrian government made sure to
reaffirm its commitment to “the fight against terror-
ism until the liberation of all Syria territory.”

Can Turkey live up to it?
Analysts say Turkey has always sought to con-

solidate its presence in Syrian regions along its bor-
der, in a bid to stabilize them and allow for the repa-
triation of the three million-plus refugees on its soil.
“The implementation of the deal is difficult and
fraught with obstacles, especially for Turkey, which
will be held responsible for how HTS is handled,”
said Sam Heller, an analyst with the International
Crisis Group. “HTS is likely to resist a deal that
would paralyze it from a geographical point of view
and dismantle its defense system,” he said.

Oliver also predicted Turkey could find it difficult
to implement its own proposal. “How do you control
HTS and how do you fight against other jihadists
linked to Al-Qaeda?” he asked, in reference to the
extremist Hurras al-Deen group. Turkey has in
recent days dispatched reinforcements to its 12
observation points scattered across Idlib.
According to pro-government Turkish daily Sabah,
“a contingent of around 5,0000 soldiers is ready to
intervene”. Heller described the deal as “a crucial
test for Turkey”. “In spite of those challenges and
considering the major damage that a collapse of the
truce could cause to Turkish interests, Turkey has
no choice,” he said.  — AFP 

Chancellor Angela Merkel hopes a new immigration
law will make it easier for foreign workers to find jobs
in Germany, but her push to fill a record number of

vacancies risks angering voters who still resent her open-
door refugee policy. With an ageing population and a
shrinking workforce, Germany needs greater flexibility to fill
more than a million empty positions, business leaders say.
“We will continue to depend on foreign professionals,”
Merkel said in the Bundestag last week, defending her
immigration plans against criticism from opposition politi-
cians. “Companies should not be leaving the country
because they can’t find staff,” Merkel said, adding that many
entrepreneurs were more concerned about hiring skilled
workers than getting tax relief.

The new law to be discussed by Merkel and her cabinet lat-
er this month aims to attract workers from outside the
European Union, although they will need a professional qualifi-
cation and German language skills when applying for a work
visa, according to a paper drawn up by officials. Government
officials see the law, which is welcomed by employers, as a
game-changer in the global race for talent since other coun-
tries are espousing stricter immigration rules.

But it could anger voters who feel left behind after
Merkel’s decision to welcome more than a million refugees
in 2015. An opinion poll this month showed 51 percent felt
her government did not take Germans’ concerns about
immigration seriously. In eastern Germany, the figure was 66
percent. There are regional elections next year in the east-
ern states of Saxony, Brandenburg and Thuringia, where the
far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD) is expected to make
strong gains at the cost of Merkel’s conservatives and her
centre-left coalition partners, the Social Democrats (SPD).

Influx
The unprecedented 2015 influx of asylum seekers, mainly

from Muslim countries such as Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq,
has already caused popular anger and propelled the AfD,
which rejects the new immigration law, into the national par-
liament. Deep divisions became apparent last month in the
eastern city of Chemnitz, scene of violent far-right protests
after migrants were blamed for the fatal stabbing of a
German man. Referring to Chemnitz, Interior Minister Horst
Seehofer, leader of the Christian Social Union, Merkel’s
Bavarian sister party, described migration as the “mother of
all political problems” in Germany. Merkel may escape a
political backlash if she can convince voters the new law will
address specific labour shortages and not increase overall
competition in the jobs market. “If she can credibly make
the point that this is about Germany’s economic self-inter-
est, it won’t fuel angst among those who already feel alien-
ated in their own country,” said Gero Neugebauer, a politi-
cal expert at Berlin’s Free University. “But if not, then this

law will backfire on Merkel, especially taking into account
that there are three local elections next year in eastern
Germany,” he said. There are also regional elections next
month in Bavaria and Hesse, where the rise of the AfD could

make it harder to form coalition governments. Allowing even
more foreigners into the country is a risk for Merkel - even
if the labour force in Europe’s biggest economy is forecast
to shrink drastically and can only be stabilized with net
immigration of 400,000 people every year until 2060. Due
to a prolonged economic upswing, job vacancies have hit a
record high of 1.2 million while unemployment is at its
lowest since German reunification in 1990,
according to the Labor Office. Labor short-
ages cost the economy up to 0.9 percent-
age points of output every year, accord-
ing to the IW German Economic
Institute.

Struggling
Among companies struggling to

find staff is EyeEm, a Berlin start-
up that connects millions of pho-
tographers globally with agen-
cies and clients through an
online platform. “We’re 100 per-
cent affected by labor shortages,”
EyeEm’s personnel chief, Michael
Jones, said at the company’s head-
quarters in Kreuzberg, a multicultural Berlin
district that is home to many European immi-
grants. “We’re struggling to fill numerous
vacancies in areas such as software engineering
and sales,” Jones said. In some cases, it can
take six months for a foreign candidate to get
the green light from immigration authorities.

In one case, EyeEm wants to hire a spe-
cialist from Egypt but is still awaiting final
confirmation. This makes it hard for EyeEm to
plan and for the Egyptian worker to get on

with moving to Germany. Other sectors affected by labour
shortages are construction, education, child care and geri-
atric nursing. Arno Schwalie, chief executive of nursing home
operator Korian in Germany, says the number of elderly peo-
ple needing permanent care will rise by more than a quarter
over the next 15 years. “By then, we might have to deal with a
shortage of more than 250,000 workers in the care sector,”
Schwalie said. “Qualified immigrants can help close this gap.
This is not the only solution, but part of the solution.”

Health Minister Jens Spahn has said young people from
Kosovo and Albania could help fill 50,000 geriatric care
vacancies. Labour unions say nursing homes could attract
local workers by improving pay and conditions. The AfD
rejects the new law, saying it will encourage immigration
and lead to “wage dumping” at the expense of less-educat-
ed locals. “If you look at the very small wage rises, then you
don’t need to be an expert to say that there actually is not a
lack of skilled workers,” AfD lawmaker Uwe Witt said.
Merkel stresses that the immigration law is accompanied by
a 4 billion euro programme to help Germany’s 800,000
long-term unemployed find work.

Change
While a growing number of the 2015 migrants are

finding jobs, the process is slow given the urgency
of the need for workers. It takes three to five

years for a poorly-educated Syrian or Iraqi
to learn German and get a professional

qualification. In addition, the coalition
parties disagree over whether refugees
should be allowed to shed asylum sta-

tus if they have found a job and
learned German. The conservatives
say this will encourage immigra-
tion by asylum seekers without
the right skills. The SPD want a
more pragmatic approach. “It’s

about preventing a situation
where we send back the right

people - and then have to
painstakingly search for skilled work-

ers abroad,” SPD Labor Minister
Hubertus Heil told Reuters. A compromise

floated by officials envisages that only asylum
seekers currently in Germany can make the

switch, with future refugees excluded. Germany
has become the second favorite destination for
immigrants after the United States, attracting

more than 1 million in 2016, accord-
ing to OECD figures. Of those, more

than 600,000 are European Union
nationals, who can choose where to live
and work in the bloc. — Reuters
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Kavanaugh claims 
give vulnerable 
Senate Dems cover 
to oppose him

The sexual-misconduct allegations against Supreme
Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh may remove pres-
sure that some Democratic senators faced to back

his confirmation as a way of reassuring conservative vot-
ers in congressional elections just seven weeks away. Since
Kavanaugh was nominated to the high court by President
Donald Trump, Democratic senators from states that
Trump won in 2016 were locked in a dilemma. If they didn’t
vote in favor of Kavanaugh’s confirmation, they would
have appeared to be out of step with voters at home and
risked losing re-election. Vote for him, and they would
hand the president a bipartisan victory.

The allegation that Kavanaugh assaulted a woman
while in high school, however, now gives those endangered
Democrats an escape hatch. They can oppose the nominee
without appearing to voters as if they are defying the
president, strategists said. Kavanaugh has denied the
assault allegation, calling it “completely false”. “For those
Democrats up for re-election from states that Trump car-
ried, they now have absolutely no reason to vote for

Kavanaugh. Period. End of story,” said Jim Manley, a for-
mer high-ranking Democratic Senate aide. “They have all
the cover they need.”

November’s congressional elections will determine
whether Republicans retain a majority not only in the
Senate but in the House of Representatives as well.
Democrats are currently favored to take the House, while
becoming increasingly confident of adding the two Senate
seats that would give them control of that chamber.

The most vulnerable Democratic senators such as Joe
Donnelly of Indiana, Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota and
Joe Manchin of West Virginia have not indicated whether
they would side with most of their party members in
opposing Kavanaugh or join the Republicans in confirming
him. All three backed Trump’s first Supreme Court pick,
Neil Gorsuch. Republicans would like those votes just in
case a few Republicans defect.

Prior to the Kavanaugh allegations, Republicans were
expressing alarm that a number of Senate races were not
going as well as they had expected. Donnelly and Manchin,
in particular, have held solid leads over their opponents.
Republicans had hoped Trump’s second Supreme Court
nomination would galvanize conservative voters while
placing incumbent Democrats in a tough position of hav-
ing to back Kavanaugh to reassure Trump’s base.

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley
said on Monday the committee would hold a public hear-
ing with Kavanaugh and his accuser, Christine Blasey Ford,
in a week. This would delay a planned vote in the Judiciary
Committee today to move the nomination to a floor vote.
With their narrow Senate majority, Republicans could ram

through Kavanaugh’s nomination without any Democratic
support, but doing so might prove risky in a year that has
seen a surge of women, motivated by their opposition to
Trump, vote in primary and special elections. “If overreach
and try to demonize this woman, I think it’s got the poten-
tial to blow up in their faces politically and drive more
Democrats to the polls than ever before,” Manley said.

Flashback
Manley was a young Senate staffer in 1991 when Anita

Hill’s sexual harassment accusations against then-Supreme
Court nominee Clarence Thomas roiled Capitol Hill.
Thomas was confirmed in a close vote, but repercussions
were felt the following year when several women
Democratic senators were elected and a Democrat, Bill
Clinton, won the White House. “Any Senate Democrat,
hailing from a red or blue or purple state, is wise to think
deeply about how the larger cultural shifts over the past
year-plus should affect their political beliefs,” said Tracy
Sefl, a Democratic consultant in Chicago. “For the
Kavanaugh vote, there is a litany of valid concerns that are
larger than a partisan issue.”

Senate Republicans seemed to recognize the danger of
appearing insensitive, said Ford O’Connell, a Republican
strategist. Trump, too, offered some temperate remarks at
the White House, stressing the importance of going
“through a full process”. Not everyone was as measured.
One Republican Senate candidate, Corey Stewart, who is
looking to unseat Senator Tim Kaine in Virginia, called the
allegations a “Democratic smear tactic,” according to the
Richmond Times-Dispatch. — Reuters


